Leah,

I am not sure how you intend to incorporate our comments into the draft report you circulated, but given the way in which this additional meeting was scheduled I hope the comments are reported to the full group. My participation on Tuesday may not be possible due to my work schedule, but I will try to participate in a vote on any final report.

It would be helpful to understand the process you have in mind for the review of this report at Tuesday’s meeting. At the last meeting, we rejected the approach of “line editing” a document during the meeting. I assume the same will hold true for Tuesday.

As to the substance of the draft report, I believe it does not reflect the Working Group’s will or accurately reflect what occurred over the five meetings.

At the last working group meeting, there was broad consensus around a finite number of recommendations. None of these were characterized either (a) by category; or (b) by “majority” or “minority” positions. I daresay no member of the Working Group could identify (and I am aware of no record) which member is in which group on any particular issue. The lone disagreement about the language of the recommendations that were actually adopted, by vote, concerned the use of the term “at this time.” Thus, the very structure of the report does not accurately reflect what the Working Group decided. The draft contains extraneous recommendations, statements, and representations that were not part of the Working Group process.

Even the “Background” section of the report contains representations that were not presented to the Working Group, and which I believe are incomplete. For example, the draft report states, “Vacancies on the LSTFC resulting from term limits would ordinarily have been reviewed at the September meeting of the Board of Trustees. Instead, the Board, acting on staff recommendations, did not renew appointments to the LSTFC given the initiation of a separate stakeholder engagement process.” (Emphasis added.) This statement is, at best, incomplete, and at worst, inaccurate. The comments at our last meeting about appointments did not reflect that this decision was based on the work of the Working Group (if that is what is intended by “stakeholder engagement process”). Notably, the draft report notes that “size” was expressly considered by the Board of Trustees in September 2018 in its review of Appendix I, but I understood your position (as stated in the last meeting) to be that the Working Group was not convened to consider the size of the Commission. Perhaps this lead to confusion in the outcomes reflected in the report. For example, the size of the Commission is discussed in both the “Majority” and “Minority” sections of the draft report, but the “Minority” report seems to make the same recommendation about size. Is the difference that the purported Minority view is to exclude the information about the size of groups in other states? Does that alter the recommendation? Or reflect a disagreement with what was presented?

Similarly, the section titled “Working Group Meetings” contains an incomplete summary of the
meetings. There were no minutes kept of these meetings, and the agendas are not specific enough to capture the Working Group’s discussions or the comments made by presenters. Thus, this Section leaves the impression that we were presented with “Equity and impact analyses,” but offers no context beyond the inclusion of a report (in the materials to be attached to the report) that is admittedly incomplete and/or inaccurate. The result is misleading.

As to the recommendations themselves, I will echo Justice Raye’s point from the last meeting. I may agree with some of these recommendations, but that is a far cry from suggesting we were presented evidence relating to them. In my opinion, the time is past for certain recommendations—however worthy they may be—to be inserted now into a report of the Working Group. I am not prepared at this time to support a report based on the “sentiment” of the Working Group when the Working Group voted on specific items.

I appreciate the difficulty of the task in writing a report like this. However, based on this draft, I would not vote to approve this report, and do not believe the imprimatur of the Working Group belongs on a report that goes beyond what we decided.

Thank you for your efforts to put this together. I look forward to the next iteration.

Chris

---
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Subject: Draft Report and Functional Matrix

Hello:

Please see the attached draft LSTFC Stakeholder Working Group report. There are three hopefully self-explanatory recommendation sections in the report: Consensus, Majority, and Minority. The recommendations refer to several attachments, including an updated functional matrix. I have attached that matrix; please review the second tab, which includes only those functions where a change has been proposed to either staff, LSTFC, or Board roles. I have highlighted in yellow those areas of the matrix where consensus was not reached in my assessment. All other attachments will be sent to you for review on Monday.
Note that the draft report and updated functional matrix reflect my best effort to capture the sentiments of the Working Group. Feel free to edit the report in track changes and send those proposed edits directly to me. If you have comments or changes regarding the matrix it would be best to simply provide that feedback via email referring to the respective function and/or excel row. I will turn around another version of the report and matrix reflecting whatever comments I receive prior to the 1/22 call. To facilitate preparation of the next version, please try to send me your comments no later than 1/18.

Thank you,
Leah
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